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THE TRADE DIVISION

ORGANIGRAMME
* Note: Within the secretariat, cross sectoral coordination between electronic business and trade facilitation is ensured by a team of secretariat staff called «Electronic Business Team».
INTEGRATED PROGRAMME FOR ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

A.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES (SMEs)

A.1 Best Current Practices in Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Development

Internet Enterprise Dev. Dissemination Centre for best practices/lessons learned in transition economies
M. Vepsäläinen
D. Choi

A.2 Restructuring the Entrepreneurial Fabric

Enterprise Development Areas: Technopoles/Science Parks Business Incubators for service sector in single industry towns
M. Vepsäläinen
B. Roux-Fouillet

A.3 Promotion of SMEs *

Guides, papers and information on SMEs / Seminars and Workshops Development of SME programmes and co-operation with regional sub-groupings and international organizations
* as carried out principally within the Coordinating Unit for Operational Activities/ Regional Advisor

B.

COMPETITIVENESS IN BASIC INDUSTRIES

B.1 Sustainable Development

Clean-up Polluted Sites (Pilot Project): Compendium
Chemical legislation (CHEMLEX)
Seminars on Decontamination
Regional Environmental Management Centre
Radioactive Contaminated Scrap
H. Hornfeld
B. Roux-Fouillet

B.2 Restructuring and Privatization

Barriers to Restructuring/Overmanning
Restructuring in the Chemical Industry
Structure of Steel Consumption
Directory of Chemical Products
Study Tours
H. Hornfeld
B. Roux-Fouillet

B.3 Statistics and Information Services

Chemical Industry Annual Review
Annual Review of the Steel Market
Study on Iron and Steel Scrap
Bulletins of Steel Statistics
H. Hornfeld / B. Roux-Fouillet
JM. Friard / C. Stefanopoulos